A model for every requirement
The Jabra BIZ™ 2400 Series consists of more than 20

Jabra BIZ™ 2400 is available in both mono and duo

models. Each optimized for the particular requirements

speaker configurations with a wide selection of high

encountered with specific types of phone systems —

quality microphone types and noise-canceling systems

both traditional desk phones, softphones and wideband

to match the acoustic profiles in particular kinds of

hardphones — with frequency response rates and noise

work surroundings.

Better

canceling systems appropriate to the kind of work they
will be used for.

This versatility makes Jabra BIZ™ 2400 headsets ideal
for all kinds of phone systems and work environments

There are narrowband models for use with conventional

— right from quiet individual offices to noisy open plan

desk phones (300–3,400 Hz), wideband models for

contact centers.

IP hardphones (150–6,800 Hz), and USB models
for softphones and multimedia use (80-16,000 Hz)

For more details visit

including a special USB version optimized for use with

www.jabra.com/10xBETTER

Microsoft Office Communicator.

about gn netcom
Through its Jabra brand, GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. With around 1,100 employees and sales offices around the world,
GN Netcom develops, manufactures and markets a broad range of wireless headsets for mobile users and both wireless and corded headsets for contact
centre and office-based users. GN Netcom’s business activities also include its original equipment manufacturing (OEM) business. GN Netcom is a subsidiary of
GN Store Nord A/S. For further information, please visit www.jabra.com

Jabra® is a registered trademark of GN Netcom A/S
www.jabra.com

Jabra BIZ™ 2400

Raising the bar on corded
headset quality and
performance
The new Jabra BIZ™ 2400 Series from GN Netcom
takes corded headset technology to the next level.

1-S
 uperior audio with Neodymium
speakers
2-G
 old contacts for crystal-clear voice
transmission
3 - Improved noise-cancellation with
Jabra PureVoice technology

Building on our award-winning portfolio this new
headset gives users all the premium benefits from

We’ve done everything possible to improve the sound quality in both
the earphones and the microphones in the Jabra BIZ™ 2400 headset.
The Jabra BIZ™ 2400 range includes special versions for virtually all
different kinds of phone systems, with frequency responses from as
low as 80 Hz way up to 16,000 Hz.
The new Neodymium speakers and noise-canceling microphones
provide even better frequency response within these ranges, resulting
in greater call clarity. A new and even more flexible break-proof boom
arm lets users position the microphone in the ideal spot for top
quality voice pick-up.
The new microphone design features gold contacts for near perfect
signal transport. Our new PureVoice noise-canceling system eliminates
undesirable background noise with even greater precision. The
comprehensive range of different microphone types helps users put
their message across better — even in the busiest of contact centers.

GN Netcom’s market-leader experience. We know
exactly what’s important for professional users.
The Jabra BIZ™ 2400 Series provides a cascade of
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360°
7
Patented break-proof FreeSpin boom
arm, featuring unhindered 360–

1

degree-plus rotation that helps prevent breakage.

2

corded headset improvements in a high-end solution
that pushes the envelope for the levels of audio,
build and comfort available for dealing within the
special requirements in contact center and office
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environments.
The result is now here —10x BETTER
4 - Patented FreeSpin boom prevents
breakage by allowing 360˚ non-stop
rotation
5 - Key parts in surgical steel for 		
maximum strength
6 - Ultra-strong Kevlar®-reinforced cord

The patented FreeSpin microphone boom is virtually break-proof and
stays in position no matter how users treat it. The new design allows
users to turn the boom through more than 360 degrees — eliminating
this traditional source of boom damage and breakages.

3
We’ve used surgical steel both for strength and to provide attractive
high-quality metal details. The special cord on all Jabra BIZ™ 2400
models is reinforced with ultra-strong Kevlar®. This prevents it from
kinking, breaking or getting damaged in any other way — essential for
the, sometimes rough, treatment in professional contact center and
office environments.
Programmable soft-buttons to
provide functionalities that are easy
to integrate with the user’s computer
hardware and software.
Without
Noise
Canceling
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7-S
 upersoft ear cushions and FlexFit
wearing styles
8-P
 rogrammable soft-buttons
9 - Bluetooth® connection for mobile
phones
10 - Clothing clip with ID tag

With
Noise
Canceling

To boost wearing comfort still further, we’ve used a new, softer
material for the ear cushions — the kind often used in high-end stereo
headsets.
The USB version features GN Netcom Multiuse technology that
lets users switch easily between softphone calls and calls on their
Bluetooth®-equipped mobile phone. Users can program the toggle
button to carry out pre-defined tasks, such as “answer mobile phone
call” or “speak mute”.
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The Jabra PureVoice noise-canceling
system blocks out undesirable and

The Jabra BIZ™ 2400 provides 3 inter-changeable mono wearing styles
— headband, neckband, and a patented earhook — all of which can
be used with the headset on either right or left ear. The GN Netcom
FlexFit system makes it easy to swap between the different wearing
styles.
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intrusive background noise

